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Ben Kincaid Appointed CEO of ReElement

Technologies Africa

Kincaid brings years of leadership

experience to ReElement Technologies

Africa after serving and leading teams in

multiple countries overseas as a U.S.

Diplomat

FISHERS, INDIANA, UNITED STATES,

December 7, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/

-- American Resources Corporation’s

(NASDAQ:AREC) (“American Resources”

or the “Company”) ReElement

Technologies Corporation,

(“ReElement”) a leading provider of

high performance refining capacity of

rare earth and battery elements, announced today it has expanded its Africa strategy with the

appointment of Ben Kincaid as the Chief Executive Officer of its recently announced subsidiary,

ReElement Technologies Africa Ltd. ReElement Technologies Africa is focused on developing

We have an opportunity to

create, through our

partnerships, tremendous

socioeconomic benefits

where we operate, while

shoring up the critical

minerals supply chain for

the USA.”

Ben Kincaid, CEO ReElement

Technologies Africa

commercial partnerships and working with regional and

local communities to expand its high performance,

environmentally sustainable critical mineral refining

solution. Mr. Kincaid will lead ReElement Technologies

Africa to develop these partnerships in critical, resource-

rich African nations. 

Mr. Kincaid joins ReElement after a career as a U.S.

Diplomat serving and leading teams in multiple countries

in Africa, the Middle East, and South Asia. He spent the last

several years living and working throughout Africa,

advancing strategic U.S. imperatives in partnership with

several African nations. Working across the U.S.

interagency and with senior foreign officials, Ben drove partnered approaches to tackle

America's most pressing national security challenges in some of the world's most troubled

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.americanresourcescorp.com
https://www.reelementtech.com
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places. Consistently chosen to lead

teams in challenging environments,

Ben served the entirety of his

government career in the field. Mr.

Kincaid is also a leadership advisor

with Allegro Group, a talent and

leadership transformation company.

He holds a BA in International Studies

and Political Science from Virginia

Military Institute and an MA in Latin

American Studies from Georgetown

University's School of Foreign Service.

Mark Jensen, CEO of American

Resources commented, “We are

excited to have Ben join the ReElement

team and bring his strong leadership

experience to assist in our mission to

collaboratively deploy our value-added,

critical mineral refining solution to

resource-rich regions throughout

Africa. As more entities understand the

hazards and challenges with current

processing and refining methods,

ReElement is well positioned to help

transition the supply chains to

environmentally sustainable solutions

to most efficiently support the growing

global battery and magnet supply

chains. Ben’s experience in these

markets will be instrumental in

ensuring that all stakeholders

developing this next-generation supply

chain can capitalize on the numerous

and fruitful opportunities.”

Mr. Kincaid added, “I am thrilled to join

ReElement Technologies at such an exciting and important time and help expand its operations

and vision to Africa. ReElement's modular, scalable, energy-efficient, and clean critical minerals

refining platform makes it possible to partner with African nations and communities in a way

previously unattainable. We have an opportunity to create, through our partnerships,

tremendous socioeconomic benefits where we operate, while shoring up the critical minerals



supply chain for the USA. Serving alongside such a dedicated team of proven innovators and

patriotic industry leaders is a great honor.”

Ben Wrightsman, President of ReElement Technologies Corporation concluded, “It’s exciting to

extend our global impact in key markets with the addition of Ben.  His ability to rapidly expand

our current engagements through the ReElement Technologies Africa Ltd. team is imperative to

support global rare earth and critical mineral independence. Ben has proven success in building

strong relationships in Africa, among other notable regions, and his strong leadership engaging

with senior officials helps ensure we are fostering effective international relations and

partnerships.”

ReElement Technologies Africa provides the Company an efficient platform to incentivize and

capitalize each local division and its partners in a way that best benefits local and regional

stakeholders while also capitalizing each division at the local level. The Company will form local

entities under the ReElement Africa umbrella based on each partnership that is in place.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/673539947
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